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Fresh ideas. New approaches. 

Within the context of day-to-day practice, there is the constant need to have “fresh ideas, new 
approaches and creative thinking.” These are just some of the buzz words that we, as architects, 
are challenged with every day. But what do they really mean? More importantly, how and when 
should we incorporate new paradigms into our lives and professional landscapes? 

The 2014 AIBC Annual Conference seeks to address these needs with a program stacked with 
vibrant opportunities to explore, learn and grow. The conference theme of Shifting Perspectives 
is - interestingly - both broad and specific, and offers an ideal platform to explore new ideas, best 
practices and thought-provoking concepts. 

This “shift” is not a turn away from the past, but an opportunity to use this knowledge in moving 
forward. Our esteemed profession is steeped in a rich tradition that should be embraced and 
celebrated. There are many lessons to learn from our past knowledge and traditions. Perhaps these 
historical wisdom sources, combined with today’s technological advances, form a way forward.

I invite you to take advantage of all of the wonderful learning and networking opportunities 
provided at this conference. May we all come away with a renewed sense of passion, energy and 
inspiration.

Scott Kemp Architect AIBC
AIBC Council President

CONFERENCE
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The 2014 conference theme is Shifting Perspectives. The 
theme acknowledges that, as a society, we are continually 
re-inventing the way we think, live, work and play in 
our world. Architects respond to this ever-changing 
landscape by evolving in many ways – from the way they 
communicate and conduct business to the way they plan 
and build for the future. Naturally in the process, points of 
friction arise, which keep architects engaged and excited. 
How architects respond will determine architecture’s 
relevance in years to come.
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W1 Post Disaster Safety Assessment 
Program Training Workshop (Morning 
1A-1B) 
David Swanson, Michael Lingerfelt FAIA, LEED AP
This workshop, based on California’s Safety Assessment 
Program (SAP), will provide guidelines and procedures for 
making post-disaster building safety evaluations. The purpose 
of these evaluations is to determine whether damaged or 
potentially-damaged buildings are safe for use or if entry should 
be restricted or prohibited. Using case studies and technical 
handbooks the instructors will provide architects, engineers, 
interns, architectural technologists and building officials with an 
understanding of the differences between rapid and detailed 
damage assessments and provide guidance on evaluating 
structural, geotechnical, life safety and nonstructural hazards. 
Upon completion of this half-day training, attendees will be 
certified in BC for rapid damage assessment. AIBC Architects, 
Interns and Architectural Technologists will be eligible to register 
on the AIBC’s post-disaster volunteer database.
1.5 Core LUs Room 114

W2  Post Disaster Safety Assessment 
Program Training Workshop (Afternoon 
2A-2B) 
Marguerite Laquinte Francis Architect AIBC LEED 
BD+C, Steven Bibby, Cam Filmer, Peter R. Mitchell 
P.Eng., Robyn Fenton Architect AIBC
Who’s who and how do the AIBC’s volunteers fit into a large-
scale coordinated response strategy? The panel of speakers 
representing government agencies and the AIBC will discuss 
their role and issues – legal, liability and others – which 
architects, especially, will want to be mindful of when offering 
their services.
1.5 Core LUs Room 114

W3 Architecture Energized: The Rules 
(Morning 1A-1B) 
Sophie Mercier P.Eng.
Prescriptive path design requirements and considerations for 
Building Envelope compliance with ASHRAE 90.1 and NECB. 
Overview of ASHRAE 90.1 Energy Cost Budget method and 
NECB Energy Performance method; the rules of energy model-
ing and the relevant differences between the two standards.
1.5 Core LUs  Room 121

W4 Architecture Energized: The 
Opportunities (Afternoon 2A-2B) 
Christian Cianfrone P.Eng., LEED AP BD+C, BEMP
Impact of architectural design decisions on overall energy 
performance with a focus on opportunities present during 
conceptual design versus those present at SD/DD phase.
1.5 Core LUs Room 121 *Lunch not provided
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EXHIBITORS’ RECEPTION
The Exhibitors’ Reception is the perfect way to kick off the conference while becoming acquainted with 
the products and services of conference exhibitors. Enjoy great networking with exhibitors and fellow 
conference delegates over delectable drinks and refreshments. Be sure to keep your eyes open for special 
give-aways too.

PRE-KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: 
ARCHITECTURAL DREAM VS. 
ARCHITECTURAL REALITY  
This first-ever event brings together architects, intern architects and students for a playful and 
informative evening of theatre, improvisation and learning. As the evening unfolds, the audience catches 
a glimpse into the demands, challenges and excitement of creating the built environment along the path 
to becoming an architect. Through the steps of becoming a student all the way to becoming an architect 
or leader in the business of architecture, both dream and reality seem to form a satire when viewed in 
hindsight.  Join the conversation – and the fun – as the idiosyncrasies of each step along this professional 
journey are uncovered. Brought to you by Vancouver TheatreSports™ League.

1.5  Non-Core LUs

6:00-7:30pm Ballroom C

5:00-6:00pm Ballroom D



T1 Plenary Session 8:30-10:00am Ballroom C
A NEW PROTOTYPE: THE DESIGN, 
DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE BULLITT CENTER 

October 9, 2014
Thursday Thursday 
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KEYNOTE 
PRESENTATION:  
CALEB BEHN & 
KELLY EDZERZA-
BAPTY
Social Constructs and Contested Spaces
Caleb Behn
Caleb Behn is Eh-Cho Dene (Fort Nelson First Nation) and Dunne Za/Cree (West 
Moberly First Nations) from Treaty #8 in Northeastern British Columbia. Caleb recently 
graduated from the University of Victoria’s law program, earning a Concentration in 
Environmental Law and Sustainability. He completed his articles at Ratcliff & Company 
LLP in Vancouver.

Prior to this, Caleb worked on the front lines of energy development in B.C. as the 
Oil and Gas Officer for the West Moberly First Nations and a Lands Manager for the 
Saulteau First Nations. He is the subject of a documentary film entitled Fractured 
Land, which focusses on the impact of hydraulic fracturing and unconventional energy 
development in Canada and Aotearoa / New Zealand.

Caleb’s unique voice, experience and education will offer an enlightening and engaging 
take on this year’s Shifting Perspectives conference theme.

Kelly Edzerza-Bapty
Born and raised in Inuvik and Hay River in the Northwest Territories and the northern 
tip of British Columbia, in Fort Nelson, Kelly Edzerza-Bapty has lived and travelled 
across much of Canada’s North West. A member of the Tahltan First Nation of Telegraph 
Creek, Kelly is a recent graduate from the School of Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture MArch program at The University of British Columbia, and the second 
woman of First Nations decent to graduate from this program.

Being a northern resident of Canada, and attending post secondary schooling in the 
South, the stark differences of culture versus consumerism and how they manifest in 
the built environment are extensive through her dual perspective.  Kelly has focused her 
research and practice on working remotely using land-based building, and her cultural 
influences, advocating for socio-economic and cultural revitalization in rural Canada.

1.5  Core LUs

7:30-9:00pm Ballroom C

October 8, 2014
Wednesday 



T1 A New Prototype: The Design, 
Development and Construction of the 
Bullitt Center 
Brian Court AIA, LEEP AP, Joseph David LEEP AP, 
Casey Schuchart, Moderator: Jean-Pierre Mahé 
B.Sc., M.Arch., Architect AIBC, AAA, MRAIC LEED® 
APBD+C
The goal of the Bullitt Center is to drive change in the marketplace 
faster and further by exemplifying what’s possible today. The era 
of harm reduction, half steps, and lesser evils is behind us. As a 
society, we need to be bold in ways that were once unimaginable. 
This plenary panel will explore the journey taken by the architect, 
the developer and the builder in achieving Denis Hayes’s goal 
to radically transform our cities and buildings today for a better, 
healthier tomorrow.
1.5 Core LUs Ballroom C

T2 Bullitt Center: Year One Performance 
Brian Court AIA, LEED AP, Marc Brune PE, LEED AP
The Bullitt Center, opened in April of 2013. With now over a year’s 
worth of performance data, architect Brian Court and engineer 
Marc Brune will provide an overview of the building systems 
design and then provide an update of how the building has 
performed. Learn about the unique challenges of the net zero 
energy, water and waste components of the Living Building 
Challenge.
1.5 Core LUs Room 121

T3 Shifting Perspective Towards 
Innovative and Alternative Solutions 
Edric Marco C. Florentino
When obstacles are presented, people tend to search for answers 
within their own “boxes” where they are most comfortable. Many 
find an answer but it might not be the best solution for their partic-
ular need. Ordinary people might say “let’s not reinvent the wheel.” 
However, this line of thought stymies innovation and creative 
approaches. As designers, we are encouraged to pursue an 
“out of the box” approach, and challenge the ordinary solutions 
with which we are familiar. Unconventional approaches open up 
doors to new ideas, techniques, technology and methodology. 
This is where innovation and alternative solutions spring up.

1.5 Core LUs Room 116

T4 CANCELLED 

T5 Pushing the Envelope - BECx and LEED V4
David Fookes P.Eng., Jamie McKay P.Eng., LEED AP 
BD+C
Although the term and formalized process of Building Envelope 
Commissioning (BECx) is relatively new (now defined in LEED V4), 
Envelope Consultants have been conducting this work for many 
years in the Lower Mainland and interior of BC, at least in part. This 
presentation explores the process, LEED V4 requirements, and 
many benefits of BECx through a review of NIBS guideline, typical 
project requirements, and case studies from wet BC coast to the 
dry interior of British Columbia. The presenters will draw upon their 
experiences to illustrate what, when and how to commission the 
envelope to maximize performance and durability.
1.5 Core LUs  Room 118

T6 DenCity (den.sity)
Peter Lambur Architect AIBC, NCARB, EDAC, 
Michael Geller Architect AIBC, Pete Fry, Graeme 
Silvera, Scenery Slater, Andy Yan, Graham Fligg 
Architect AIBC
‘Density’ is a hot button in the wide-ranging debate about how 
our cities should evolve.The term is ubiquitous and integral to 
any discussion of urban planning and design.  Yet at the same 
time, ‘density’ is often a polarizing factor: championed by some, 
maligned by others and widely misunderstood.

With urban Vancouver as our laboratory, ‘DenCity’ will explore 
different perspectives on density as viewed through the eyes of  
urban planners, developers, community activists, architects and 
ordinary citizens. The session’s objective is to cultivate a better 
understanding of how density influences and shapes our urban 
environments as we move into the future.
1.5 Core LUs Room 112

T7 Portland Sustainable Development
Mark Edlen
Focusing on the triple bottom line of people, planet and prosperity, 
this lecture will review sustainable development as it is practiced 
by a development firm, Gerding Edlen. Through a series of 
project examples, the presenter will discuss sustainable design 
not only as a response to demand, but also as a responsibility to 
our communities and as a key driver in creating a deep sense of 
community value beyond economic returns. To take sustainability 
one step further is the continued discussion of community 
integration and how we, as developers, managers, architects, 
etc., can bring users of buildings together through education, 
engagement and culture. The session’s objective is to cultivate a 
better understanding of how density influences and shapes our 
urban environments.
1.5 Core LUs Room 121
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T8 Onshore vs. Offshore Curtain Wall 
Systems 
Brian Hubbs P.Eng.
Over the past few years, the popularity of offshore glazing sys-
tems has risen dramatically. Offshore systems can offer economic 
advantages on large projects and advanced features not available 
domestically. The quality and delivery of offshore products can 
easily be on par with the best domestically-produced systems; 
however, there are also many companies offering products that are 
far inferior and do not conform to domestic standards and codes. 
In the seminar, learn how to write specifications for offshore glaz-
ing and how to avoid potential pitfalls during procurement, design, 
manufacturing, and construction.
1.5 Core LUs Room 122

T9 False Creek South: An Experiment Gone 
Right 
Richard Evans Architect AIBC, MRAIC, Graham McGarva 
Architect AIBC, AIA, AAA, OAA, Nathan Edelson
The unique urban form that we have come to embrace as 
Vancouverism, had its roots in False Creek South: an area of 
Vancouver’s False Creek basin that includes Granville Island, 
and the innovative housing forms – dense, clustered, zero 
lot line stacked townhomes – that have proven successful in 
providing affordable housing for families, as well as a significant 
public amenity in its public seawall, park and open spaces. The 
presentation will examine the DNA of this unique urban experiment, 
and drawing on the experiences of a committed community 
organization, explore the potential “what’s next” of this urban 
redevelopment success story.
1.5 Core LUs Room 112

T10 Design for Resilience 
Darren Davis
Designing resilient cities requires us to imagine the inevitable real-
ity that significant disasters are becoming more probable. In 2010 
and 2011, earthquakes in Canterbury, NZ resulted in widespread 
damage to the Christchurch city centre and surrounding areas that 
undermined its ability to function. In the aftermath, a centralized 
effort led by the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority and 
its Christchurch Central Development Unit developed the Christ-
church Central Recovery Plan to guide the governance, design 
and rebuilding process including the assignment and coordination 
of resources. This session will explore what we can learn from the 
Christchurch experience and what preventative design measures 
can be undertaken. Focus will be on the most effective governance 
and civic engagement approaches to facilitate timely, coordinated 
and effective decision-making.
1.5 Core LUs Room 116

T11 Making the Future 
Wendy Fok
This 3D printing workshop is a maker community (regional / inter-
national) driven proposal developed through online submissions of 
culturally relevant architectural projects within the public domain. 
Panel discussions and workshops involving critical thought towards 
contemporary methods of computerized fabrication and production 
can be added to supplement the installation, and further catalyze 
conversations regarding intellectual property, design, and digital 
media.
1.5 Core LUs Room 118

T12 International Immobility: Reducing the 
Barriers at the Border
Warwick Bell BBSc, BArch (Hons), FNZIA, Peter 
Streith Architect AAA, OAA, NWTAA, BArch, FRAIC, 
Stephen Nutt AIA, NCARB, CAE
In response to increased demand for the international mobility 
of architects in a financially fragile age, this session explores the 
options available and those currently being negotiated for fast-
tracked registration of individual architects in overseas economies. 
The regions of Europe, the Asia-Pacific, and North America and 
Mexico will be highlighted by representatives of the regulators from 
these areas who played critical roles in breaking down existing 
barriers.
1.5 Core LUs Room 121

T13 The Value of Knowing Your Limits
Jeff McLellan, Craig Wallace LLB, P. Eng.
From a legal, risk and insurance standpoint, this presentation will 
focus on informing attendees about the new BC Limitation Act, 
and the purpose, value and benefits of limitation clauses. We will 
discuss the topic of document retention and encourage attendees 
to formulate document retention plans for their practices. We will 
also touch on how professional liability insurance policies can be 
amended to address specific insurance requirements of architects’ 
clients and their RFPs.
1.5 Core LUs Room 116

T14 Giving Back, Community Design and 
Architectural Practice
Catherine Calvert Architect AIBC, AIA, LEED AP, 
Charlene Kovacs Architect AIBC
Architectural practice has tremendous potential to provide support 
to the “good works” being done by non-profit and community 
organizations. This presentation will look at alternative forms of 
design delivery and focused in-practice initiatives that architects 
and planners have used to assist communities in achieving goals 
related to public benefit. Case studies will examine a variety of 
project types from community garden planning to housing for 
specialized needs as examples of community-focused studio work 
within the context of a broader architectural practice.
1.5 Core LUs  Room 122
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T15 Re-Wilding of Vancouver 
Derek Lee BCSLA CSLA LEED
Discussion and theory around the “re-wilding” of environments has 
been current for some time now, witness the “Buffalo Commons” 
proposal first put forward by Deborah and Frank Popper in 1987. 
The daylighting of long lost streams, the dark-sky movement, the 
re-introduction of spawning salmon populations to urban water-
ways, the occasional visit to False Creek in Vancouver by an errant 
whale; these are tangible reminders that our environment once had 
a natural “wild” origin and that in order for it (and us) to survive/
thrive in the long term some balance needs to be found. What can 
architects do to help? This talk will provide some insight for the 
wild-minded practitioner and cultivate a fruitful discourse.
1.5 Core LUs  Room 112

T16 Crowdfunding Architecture and Social 
Media: Shifting Practices 
Stewart Burgess Intern Architect AIBC, Tony Osborn 
Architect AIBC, Kathleen Corey MLA, BCSLA Intern, EIT 
Moderator: Jason Mogus
Social media has enabled crowdfunding to become a meaningful 
method of raising investment capital for everything from books to 
consumer products to political and social causes. Traditional modes 
of funding for architectural projects have relied on big investment - 
either public or private sources that may have different goals from 
the community or architect. How might crowdfunding impact the 
practice of architecture? Can architects leverage crowdfunding 
tools to advance their objectives? What does this mean for the 
development and design of the city?
1.5 Core LUs  Room 118

From the director of WORDPLAY 
and I.O.U.S.A. comes a captivating 
look at a radically innovative 
approach to education. IF YOU 
BUILD IT follows designer activists 
Emily Pilloton and Matthew Miller 
to rural Bertie County, the poorest 
in North Carolina, where they work 
with local high school students to 
help transform both their community 
and their lives. Living on credit and 
grant money and fighting a change-
resistant school board, Pilloton and 
Miller lead their students through a 
year-long, full-scale design and build 
project that does much more than 
just teach basic construction skills: 

it shows ten teenagers the power of 
design thinking to re-invent not just 
their town but their own sense of 
what’s possible. Directed by Patrick 
Creadon and produced by Christine 
O’Malley and Neal Baer, 
IF YOU BUILD IT offers a compelling 
and hopeful vision for a new kind of 
classroom in which students learn 
the tools to design their own futures.
Join fellow delegates for an 
architecturally-inspired evening of 
cinema and dialogue.
1.5  Core LUs

7:00-9:00pm Ballroom C MOVIE NIGHT: IF YOU BUILD IT
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A TOAST TO MIKE’S RETIREMENT 5:00-7:00pm Ballroom D East Foyer

AIBC registrants and conference delegates are 
invited to celebrate the accomplishments of AIBC 
executive director, Michael Ernest Architect AIBC, 
who is retiring this fall.
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F1 Building Community Through 
Architecture
Darryl Condon Architect AIBC, AAA, SAA, OAA, 
FRAIC, LEED® AP, Walter Francl Architect AIBC, 
FRAIC P. Eng., LEED AP, Mark Hentze Architect 
AIBC, Moderator: Jessica Hum B. Plan
This panel session will focus on the architectural evolution of pools 
and recreation centres. It will explore how architecture has evolved 
to embrace community and active lifestyles in new and exciting 
ways. Speakers will delve into evolution of architecture from the 
old “function only” model to fresh, sustainable, innovative spaces 
that boast such features as open layouts; new uses of materials; 
and heightened mixed use programming. Why has this architec-
tural and social shift taken place and what does it mean? How are 
today’s recreational facilities bringing people together in new and 
engaging ways? Learn how and why these spaces have so drasti-
cally evolved within the past couple of decades, and how they are 
improving our quality of life.
1.5 Core LUs Ballroom C

F2 How to Win Business and Influence 
Decision Makers 
Julie Ireton BID, MBA, PMP, LEED Green Associate, Cheryl 
Loukas, Justin K Lacey, Lida Mosadegh
The pursuit phase of a project – the “go” or “no go” decision – can 
consume a high percentage of a firm’s resources, capacity and 
finances. Knowing how to rate a project’s potential and assemble 
the right team is imperative to making the shortlist and ultimately 
being awarded the contract. In this highly competitive market, it is 
critical to differentiate ourselves from our competitors and to know 
how to effectively and efficiently respond to the client’s questions. 
Leveraging the brand will create that differentiation but being 
unique must translate into a meaningful outcome. With the right 
tools, the right knowledge and most importantly the right team, your 
chances of making the shortlist can be dramatically increased.
1.5 Non-Core LUs Room 122

F3 Acoustic Myths: Shifting from Long-
Held Acoustic Beliefs to Modern Acoustic 
Reality 
Steve Meszaros M.Sc., P.Eng., Dan Lyzun P.Eng.
There are many long-held acoustic design myths that somehow 
perpetuate themselves in the design community. We intend to 
highlight many common design myths, reveal the reality of how 
these designs actually perform, and will provide modern practical 
solutions to replace the myths. We will cover topics that include: 
manufacturers’ data, sound isolation, mechanical noise, room 
acoustics, and environmental noise.

1.5 Core LUs Room 116

F4 Shifting Forms of Hybrid Recreation 
Buildings that Support Both Personal and 
Civic Wellness 
Ted Watson Architect AIBC, AAA, OAA, MRAIC, LEED AP, 
Viktors Jaunkalns Architect AIBC, AAA, OAA, AAA, MRAIC, 
LEED AP
Projects that sustain a community are critical in building liveable cit-
ies and growing campuses. MacLennan Jaunkalns Miller Architects 
designs hybrid projects that combine overlapping public programs 
to support personal and civic wellness. We’ll review urban inter-
ventions that renew neighbourhoods and create “social hearts” for 
communities and campuses with different contexts: UBC’s Aquatic 
Centre blends high performance sport, neighbourhood leisure facili-
ty, and sustainable high water mark for the growing lower mainland; 
Edmonton’s Commonwealth Community Centre consolidates an 
inner city site with a diverse user group; and the AIBC 2013 medal-
ist Regent Park Aquatic Centre creates a neighborhood icon in the 
act of transforming Canada’s oldest public housing project.
1.5 Core LUs  Room 112

F5 Telus Garden Cultivating Innovation
Peter Wood Intern Architect AIBC
Most world-class organizations are now insisting that the manage-
ment of their brand also takes into account their carbon footprint. 
No building in Canada will do more for this cause than Telus 
Garden. To those organizations that choose to lease space in the 
building the message is simple - as an organization you care about 
the environment, and you want to be part of the solution, and as an 
employer you value the health of your employees as part of your 
bottom line. This session will detail the key sustainability features 
of the Telus Garden project and highlight the significant benefits 
that a fundamental commitment to sustainability and LEED princi-
ples can have to the success of a new office building – financially, 
socially, economically and environmentally.
1.5 Core LUs  Room 118

F6 Three Projects, Three Scales, One 
Common Goal 
Eleonore Leclerc ENDS, MArch, Intern Architect AIBC, Bill 
Pechet, Marie-Claude Fares BEng, MASc, MArch, Intern 
Architect AIBC
Three projects, three scales, one common goal: make Vancouver 
a vibrant urban centre. Three architectural interventions explore 
how to vibrantly foster the community and innovatively create 
spaces to occupy. First is a multi-functional amphibious module 
that shifts views on public infrastructure and the appropriation of 
space in the city, second is a housing project that welcomes middle 
class families to stay in the heart of the city, and third is a series of 
creative public infrastructure art that transforms experiences of city 
spaces.
1.5 Core LUs Room 121

October 10, 2014
Friday 

F7 Past Present and Future: Challenges, 
Advancements and Opportunities 
Jim Taggart FRAIC, Oliver Lang MScAAD, Dipl.Ing.
Arch, Architect AIBC, NY-USA, NRW-Ger
Around the world, there are changes in aspirations, expectations 
and regulations that affect how our buildings are designed, built 
and perform. This shift introduces both challenges and opportuni-
ties that cause us to shift how we design and build our structures. 
Builders want fast, safe, cost effective construction. Occupants 
want comfort, aesthetics, adaptability and performance.

1.5 Core LUs Room 116

F8 Advisory Design Panel (ADP) 
Workshop: Mock ADP Presentations 
Presented by the AIBC Design Panel Committee
Introduced and facilitated by members of the AIBC Design Panel 
Committee, an ensemble cast of seasoned professionals will pres-
ent two mock Advisory Design Panel (ADP) sessions, followed by 
round table discussion in small groups, and reporting back to the 
larger group. The session will include review of ADP principles and 
procedures based on AIBC Bulletin 65 and related “hot button” 
issues. Anyone interested in professional practice issues related 
to roles and responsibilities of ADP members, presenters, owners, 
or municipal representatives should attend.
1.5 Core LUs Room 118

F9 Campus Culture: Creating 
Collaborative Learning Environments 
Shelley Craig Architect AIBC, Jennifer Marshall Architect 
AIBC, MRAIC
Academic learning space typology is in a state of flux, as peda-
gogy moves increasingly online. Universities need to revise the 
concept of the physical learning environment, as they increasingly 
turn to online delivery and face competition from MOOCs. Building 
on a tradition of inquiry and discourse, this seminar will review 
current trends in creating collaborative learning environments and 
explore new prototypes.
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F10 Recap: Architecture Energized 
Workshop 
Christian Cianfrone P.Eng., LEED AP BD+C, BEMP, 
Sophie Mercier P.Eng.
This session will outline how to engage in an effective integrated 
design workshop for achieving high levels of energy performance. 
Partcipants will learn how to communicate with energy and other 
design professionals, including the top 5 questions to ask your 
energy consultant for achieving the best outcomes.
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F11 Imagining the Future 
Nick Bevanda Architect AIBC, MRAIC, AIA, NCARB
Our built environment should be influenced by our natural environ-
ment and we should require, as a community, that new buildings 
be of high architectural quality, as all buildings are public, whether 
publicly funded or not. Hear from Nick Bevanda, a partner of CEI 
Architecture, about how his experience reinforced a small archi-
tecture firm, and how practicing outside the typical urban centers 
can be impactful to the quality of the local community.
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F12 Sharing Perspectives: Three Firms, 
Three Approaches 
Bruce Carscadden Architect AIBC, John Wall Architect 
AIBC, AAA, OAA, LEED AP, James Emery Architect AIBC, 
MRAIC, P.Eng., LEED AP BD+C
Three firms share their perspectives on how they adapt their 
practice to the demands of the every-day changing world. Public 
Architecture + Communication, Iredale Group Architecture and 
Bruce Carscadden Architect will talk about their experience on 
how they promote their work, incorporate technology and engage 
their clients in the practice of architecture.
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F13 Canadian Design Guide to Tall Wood 
Buildings – Fire Safety and Building 
Enclosure Design 
Graham Finch P.Eng. MASc, Andrew Harmsworth PEng, 
MEng(Fire)
Mass timber buildings of 10 to 15 storeys and higher are currently 
in design in Canada. While these buildings pose new challenges 
from a fire code and building enclosure design perspective, they 
are feasible and can be demonstrated to be code compliant, safe, 
and durable. This joint presentation between Andrew Harmsworth 
of GHL and Graham Finch RDH, lead authors of the respective 
chapters of the guide provide design guidance for both building 
enclosure and fire safety from the recently published Tall Wood 
Guide as well as numerous case studies of historic and recently 
constructed taller mass timber buildings.
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F14 The Future of Engagement 
Robyn Fenton Architect AIBC, Mitra Mansour
Engaging client groups and the community in the design process 
is a growing part of contemporary architectural practice. Over the 
next century, new generations of clients and stakeholders will be 
increasingly stimulated and engaged. Participatory design meth-
ods to include this audience need to adapt.
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F15 Learning from Lufa: A Vision of A City 
of Rooftop Farms 
Simon Glew Architect OAQ, MRAIC
In 2011, Lufa Farms, in collaboration with GKC Architects, built the 
world’s first commercial rooftop greenhouse. Convinced that Mon-
trealers were willing to pay more to eat better vegetables, they set 
out to build a new business model, and in the process developed 
not only a new vision of urban agriculture, but a new architectural 
vision of the city. Simon Glew, the project architect, will present 
the project, the learning process behind the architectural solutions, 
and share his thoughts on the future of urban agriculture.
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F16 Catalysts for a New Downtown that 
Incorporates Live, Work and Play 
Michael McDonald Architect AAA, Architect AIBC, LEED® 
AP, Diarmuid Nash BES, M.Arch., OAA(PP), Architect 
AIBC, AAA, FRAIC(PP), HON AIA, HON FCARM
The creation of a new downtown is a challenging responsibility, 
especially in Canada’s fastest growing municipality. Hear how 
two award winning architectural firms collaborated as a virtual 
project team. By using the power of design learn how to transform 
your challenging neighbourhoods into vibrant, pedestrian centric 
downtowns. Take away tools to create an achievable vision in re-
sponse to the goals of a growing city, to develop a master plan that 
becomes a catalyst for a new downtown, and to utilize urban form 
and public space that enhances quality of life for a city centre.
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VENUE & ACCOMMODATION
The 2014 conference will take place at the 
award-winning Vancouver Convention Centre – 
West, located at 1055 Canada Place in downtown 
Vancouver, British Columbia. For complete venue 
information including details on facilities, maps, and 
accessibility, go to: 
http://www.vancouverconventioncentre.com

Accommodation
Special AIBC Rates
Special AIBC accommodation rates are offered at the 
following hotels. All hotels listed here are within 5-15 
minute walking distance of the Vancouver Conven-
tion Centre West. Please contact hotels directly to 
check availability and to book accommodations. All 
rooms are booked on a first come, first served basis; 
please reserve early to avoid disappointment.

Pan Pacific Vancouver Hotel
999 Canada Place 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6C 3B5 Canada 
Toll-free reservations: 1 800 663 1515 
Reservations direct: (604) 662 3223
http://www.panpacificvancouver.com/

Carmana Plaza
1128 Alberni Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 4R6 Canada 
Toll-free reservations: 1 (877) 686 9988 ext 351 
Reservations direct: (604) 683 6106 
Email: reservation@carmanaplaza.com
Please quote “Architectural Institute of BC” at the 
time of booking to secure the special rate.
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